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Update to Interim Claims 

Process for Inpatient Hospital 

Stays – Effective 02/01/21 
 

  

The purpose of this communication is to advise that Molina providers will be able to submit 

interim claims, for inpatient stays that are equal to or exceed 100 consecutive days for Dates of 

Services on or after February 1, 2021. 

 

What are the Requirements? 

 You will be required to submit the first and any further interim claims with the Type of Bill 

Code of 112.  

 If the interim claim is submitted with LOS (length of stay) being less than 100 consecutive 

days, these claims will result in a Denial with remit IN002 (Incorrect Billing) and a remit 

message of: “Threshold days for initial interim claims submission not met.” 

 You must submit a Void/Cancel claim for any previously paid 112 claim(s) prior to 

submitting a subsequent interim or final bill. 

 The Void/Cancel claim will reverse payment made on the previously processed claim. 

 If you have not submitted a Void/Cancel claim for the previously paid claim, these claims 

will result in a Denial with remit IN002 (Incorrect Billing) and a remit message of: “Provider 

has not submitted Void/Cancel claim of previous interim claim.” 

 Providers submitting a subsequent interim bill will be required a minimum interval of 60 

days of additional inpatient days for a consecutive interim claim. If the subsequent interim 

bill is submitted for an interval of less than 60 days, the claim will result in a Denial with 

remit IN002 (Incorrect Billing) a remit message of: “Threshold days for subsequent interim 

claims submission not met.” 

 When the member is discharged, the provider will be required to submit a single “admit-

through-discharge” claim and a final payment will be calculated per the contract. Standard 

authorization requirements apply* 

o Please review Molina’s Prior Authorization Guidelines at: 

https://www.molinahealthcare.com/-

/media/Molina/PublicWebsite/PDF/Providers/fl/medicaid/PA-Guide-Format-120820-Effective-

010121.pdf 

 Final bill will be required to be submitted with the Type of Bill Code of 114. 

o Providers will be allowed to submit the Final Bill at any interval of additional days 

depending on the date the member was discharged. 

Please Note: Claims will be paid according to your Molina Healthcare contract. 

 

 

If you have questions, please contact Molina Healthcare Network Management  

at: 855-322-4076 or MFLProviderNetworking@MolinaHealthcare.com 

Thank you for your continued care to our members! 

Molina Healthcare of Florida 


